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Memorial Day Weekend - May 22-25, A.S. XLIV (2009)
The Barony of Three Rivers (St. Louis, MO) presents:

Marshal Flower of Chivalry
A grand tournament from the days of William the Marshal
The Barony of Three Rivers invites one and all to a 12th Century
Tournament. All who attend are urged to come in appropriate dress
and with heraldic display as would have been seen at a such a
grand tournament.
♦Combatants: Don your maille and draw your sword. Join the mesnie of one of the
Chivalry and enter the grand melee. You’ll fight with your companions in hopes
of gaining the fame, wealth and glory that can only come from the glories of the
Tournament.
Each mesnie must be led by a companion of the Order of Chivalry, who may be
joined by up to six individuals (only one other of whom may be of Chivalric
station.)
Much of the day’s activity will involve captures and ransoms. Fighters are
encouraged to bring ransoms to offer should their fate lead them to captivity.
It is our hope that fighters will pay special attention to the look of their harness.
We will ask that no plastic or other modern materials be visible, and that duct
tape be limited to weapons (save for emergency repairs which may be necessary
upon that day).
♦Archers: Take bow in hand and come show your skill in the archery
competitions of the Tournament Fair. A variety of fun and challenging shoots
will be held. Test your skill alongside some of the Known World's best archers.
♦Equestrians: The tournaments of the Marshal’s era were a place to practice the
horseman’s skills of war. Come and test your riding and your prowess with the
sword and spear. Compete in the joust, or strive to be first to the attack as you
race to cut through the lines of those who would stand against you. Noble rider,
the Tournament is your chance to earn repute and honor, and win ransoms
through your skill!
♦ Scholars: A variety of classes on 12th century subjects will be offered.
♦ Children : Youth activities appropriate to the time period and tied to the overall
event theme and adult activities are planned.
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♦ Minstrels and Troubadours: You are encouraged to come and perform as roving poets,
singers, or musicians for the entertainment of the populace. 12th Century themes
are encouraged.
 A prize shall be awarded for the day’s most entertaining troubadour.
 The Marshal once unhorsed a knight, and gave thecaptured horse to a
minstrel who sang him a song that included the refrain, "Marshal, give
me a good horse." A prize will be awarded for the best song using this
line in the chorus.
 Additionally a prize will be awarded a song or poem commemorating
William Marshal or the Tournament in general.
♦ Artisans: Prizes will be awarded for the following competitions Documentation
is encouraged. :
 The best depiction of a Tournament scene. A focus on the 12th Century
Tournament is encouraged but not required.
 The best 12th Century outfit. We will be looking at the entire
appearance of the wearer.
 The best 12th Century non-clothing item.
♦ Merchants: Some space is available. Please contact Lady Adrianna at
Neverlandgarb@aol.com prior to the event.
SITE: This event is being held in Warrenton, Missouri at the farm of Lord Wayne
of the Heights. The plumbing facilities and showers are primitive - please plan
accordingly. Directions will be included in future fliers, as well as on the events
web page.
FOOD: Baroness Gillian and Countess Comyn are preparing a repast of French
and English dishes featuring the fresh bounty of spring (and plenty of meat.).
Due to space considerations, seating will be limited.
We also hope to offer a lunch inn on both Saturday and Sunday. More
information will follow in future fliers, as well as on the events web page.
EVENT STEWARD:
Conde Fernando Rodriguez de Falcon
314-968-8225
Fvigil@aol.com
WEB PAGE: For additional information, please see the events web site at:
www.ThreeRivers.org/Marshal
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Introduction
Marshal – Flower of Chivalry will be a late 12th Century Tournament, from the
times made famous in part by the exploits of William the Marshal. The
tournaments of this time were a place where noble lords would take to the field
with their mesnie (warrior companies) to vie for renown and of course for
wealth in the form of ransoms.
These tournaments were a training ground for all the martial skills necessary for
a medieval knight in warfare, but they also engendered a sense of common
values, customs, and practices that these men would display in both war and
tournament. In their society, where honor and reputation were as important as
wealth and status and shame and reproach were abhorred, the tournament
created ties of chivalry between both companions and opponents.
Though focused on the earlier 12th Century, Marshal is intended to be an event
with all the pomp and style we’ve learned to appreciate in some of the later
period Pas de Armes. This will be what some might call a “High Persona” event,
and to help us build the desired atmosphere we encourage those who can to
dress and armor themselves in a fashion appropriate for the period. This booklet
may help you in this endeavor, and perhaps add to your understanding of the
Marshal and his time.
All that said, we would far rather have you attend in the clothing or harness of a
different time, than not attend. Regardless of your dress, you are most welcome.
The weekend’s activities will be centered around the 12th Century - from classes
on that century’s topics (shoes, music, history, William Marshal, etc), to
appropriate archery shoots, children’s activities, and even equestrian
competitions. The fighting will be based around the companies of noble lords
(or in our case the Chivalry), and will involve captures, rescues, and ransoms, as
would the tournaments William Marshal himself competed in so often.
We hope that you will join us, and make Marshal – Flower of Chivalry an event
we’ll all talk about for years to come.
In Service,
Conde Fernando Rodriguez de Falcon
Chief Steward
PS: Question: WWWMD? (What Would William Marshal Do?)
Answer: He’d make sure he was at the biggest tourney of the year!
We’ll see you in May!
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The Tournaments of
the 12th Century
By Conde Fernando Rodriguez de Falcon (Fernando Vigil)
What is a tournament?
For most of us in the SCA, the word “tournament” conjures several images.
Perhaps you envision two combatants striding into an enclosed list field, to
prove their skill before the assembled gallery. Or perhaps you think of the joust,
where a pair of knights would race along the barrier with lances leveled, to test
their mettle man to man.
But the tournaments of the late twelfth century were a very different story.
First, we must put aside the idea of a simple combat between two men. The
tournaments William Marshal competed in were melees between a great many
competitors, the majority of whom would come in the company, or mesnie, of a
powerful Lord. While a man’s individual prowess was certainly important, these
mesnies would often fight as a unit. And if a comrade was in trouble such
companions would certainly come to the aid of their compatriots if they could.
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Next we must discard the ideas of a small, enclosed field of honor. The
tournaments of this era were more wide ranging, and the areas they
encompassed were much more loosely defined. A tournament might run from
one village to another miles away, or from one river to another. Within those
areas, almost everything was fair territory, and the knights would range freely.
Certainly the knights would often ride through woods and over meadows, but
the chronicles also tell of men fighting in and through villages and into the
buildings; trampling crops in farm fields and vineyards; and even taking refuge
in small fortifications.
In many ways the tournaments from the age of William the Marshal were much
more like war than the later period tournaments we so often envision.
In large part, the business of the twelfth century knight was war. And the
tournament was the best forum the knights of this age had to ready themselves
for it. Aside from the most obvious chance to practice with their horse, spear,
and sword, the tournament was also a place to learn the rules and customs that
governed the culture of the fighting aristocracy.
The tournament also held two other major attractions for the knight of this era glory and wealth.
A man who proved successful in the tournament could earn great fame and
renown. In a way the heroes of the tournament were the sports stars of their day.
Just as modern sport starts might turn this fame into endorsement deals, the
champions of the tournament field could often parley their success into a place
in the household of a powerful Lord and possibly even beyond. This was a
position that could ensure a young man with few prospects security for many
years to come.
William Marshal is of course the classic example of this. Thanks to his skill he
advanced from a fourth son with little to call his own to become one of the most
powerful men in all of England.
By the twelfth century, the earlier practice of dividing a Lord’s lands between
his sons was almost gone. The eldest would inherit the bulk of a family’s land
and wealth, often leaving little but a token for a second or younger son. For
these men, the possibility of ransoms earned for men captured in war or on the
tournament field was one of the few ways to achieve wealth.
Though some tournaments were fought a plaisance, or “for pleasure” with
blunted or rebated weapons, others were fought a l’outrance, or “to the utmost”
with actual weapons of war. In these a l’outrance tournaments the major goal
was the capture of one’s opponents.
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An opponent who could be made to submit could be taken prisoner, and a
ransom would be negotiated for their release. The victor could typically claim
the captured man’s horse and/or armor, but a cash payment or ransom was often
agreed to in its place. If a man could not raise the required payment, they could
be released on their own parole to raise the necessary funds.
The gain or loss of a horse or armor was no small matter, for they were
extremely expensive. A few ransoms earned could provide a knight with a very
nice living, but if a knight lacked the funding to replace them he could find
himself unable to return to the tournament field. Many a landless knight found
himself desperately seeking the patronage of a wealthy noble who could supply
them with a horse or armor to allow them to continue their career.

By the late twelfth century, tournaments would be announced weeks or even
months ahead of time to allow knights time to gather their mesnies, make
preparations, and travel to the tournament’s location. Some Lords had regular
mesnies that traveled from tournament to tournament, but just as often the band
would be gathered for a specific tournament.
In the early days of the tournament there were no rules to the ranks of men a
lord might include in his companie. The accounts include tales of archers and
men at arms defending their lords in some tournaments, or being used to truss a
captive and haul him from the field, though this was changing by the end of the
twelfth century. Nor were there limits to the number of men a lord might bring.
The Count of Flanders is reputed to have brought 300 foot soldiers to one
tournament, and young King Henry is said to have brought close to 100 Knights
to another, with a number of them bringing their own mesnies..
Upon arrival at a tournament, it was not uncommon for the individual mesnies to
join with others of their own countrymen, making a larger force, which would
fight together under the command of the highest ranking noble of that land. In
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fact, many accounts mention individual Knights only by their country, rather
than by whose company they rode in.
As early as the twelfth century, the tournament was a spectacle that a great many
people would travel to attend. This was in no small part due to the leaders of the
mesnies. They would sometimes hire troubadours to sing their praises, or heralds
to lead them in the grand processions, and largess was often widely spread. And
of course no large gathering was likely to occur without a fair surrounding it
with games, vendors, and other merchants traveling in hopes of profiting from
the gathering of wealthy patrons.
The fighting in the tournaments could last all day, and larger tournaments often
lasted for several days. Some tournaments would begin with the joust, but these
were not seen as the main event. Rather they were the opportunity for young
unproven knights to demonstrate their valor and skill before the serious
tournament began.

As was mentioned above, the fighting of the actual tournament would range
across the countryside, often with only the vaguest of boundaries. With such a
wide ranging action it might have been difficult to see much of the fighting.
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There were rarely formal galleries as such (though young King Henry was said
to have once called for a chair to be brought to him on a hilltop, “that he might
watch the battle rage around him.”) but there were places that non-combatants
could safely gather. These refuges were carefully defined areas where no combat
could take place.
The refuge was a place where a knight would lead a prisoner to arrange a
ransom, as well as where they could rest or re-arm. Heralds, troubadours, and
occasionally even noble ladies would gather here as well, and time was
sometimes spent in dance or song. One one occasion, the Marshal himself is
even said to have sung the tune for a dance
Since a knight might sit a while, mount his horse and join the fray for a time,
then return to the refuge at will, this of course led to other uses of these safe
zones. Much like a child in a game of tag, a knight, afraid of capture, might race
for the refuge to avoid being taken and ransomed.
The Count of Flanders is said to have often used the refuge in another way. He
would sit out the fierce action of the early charges at the beginning of a days
fighting, and then once other knights began to tire, he would enter the field with
advantage of being fresh and rested.
At the end of a days fighting, the evenings would be spent in feast and revelry.
At times, the hosts of the tournament would provide the feast, and at others
individual lords would entertain their mesnies in their own camps. Prizes were
sometimes awarded to men or entire companies who had impressed the judges –
who were usually senior knights and heralds.
This was also the time when promised ransoms could be collected, and any
grievances settled. A knight could call on the camp of someone he felt had
wronged him and complain to his lord in search of redress. Though there were
limited formal rules, the knights were perhaps more tightly bound by their own
social customs of what were honorable actions.
For example, attacking an unaware or unprepared opponent, or an opponent who
for some reason was unable to adequately defend themselves was often
considered unfair. The chronicles contain multiple occasions where a Lord
commands a knight of their mesnie to make amends for these dishonorable
dealings, or face their displeasure. When William Marshal complained to a
French noble of his nephew’s unacceptable actions in taking a horse from him,
the lord actually threatened to disown his relative and cast him from his house if
the horse were not returned to the Marshal.
On these tournament fields, a man’s prowess was important, but no less so a
man’s other virtues – for this was the beginning of what some might call the true
age of chivalry.
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More on the Fighting at
Marshal Flower of Chivalry
For Marshal – Flower of Chivalry, we invite Companions of the Chivalry to
gather a company of their squires and sufficient others to bring their mesnie up
to seven men (including the leader). For the purposes of this tournament, each
mesnie will be limited to two members of the Chivalry
The fighting field will be fairly large, with enough room to allow for multiple
groups to be engaged separately with room to pass by them. As this field
represents the countryside, it will have various interesting terrain features
included within it: several streams, a bridge and ford, a small group of buildings,
etc. And for some combats the battlefield will include a portion of the woods
that surround the main field.
Unlike later tournaments, a 12th century tourney being far ranging and having no
borders per se would not have a gallery of nobles facing a small list field.
However there will be a refuge in the middle of the clearing, from where we
hope much excitement can be observed. This area will be enclosed by rails for
safety, and will have a safe path leading to it which the fighters might cross, but
where combat is not allowed.
In addition to more typical SCA melees - the equivalent of combat a plaisance,
where no ransoms were won or lost - we will hold ransom melees, a l’outrance.
In these battles the goal will be to unhorse, and capture one’s opponent, and then
escort them safely off the field in order to arrange a ransom.
During the al outrance combats:
Any fighter struck with a killing blow, or a blow to the legs is assumed to
have been unhorsed. He must drop to his knees but he may continue to fight
from there. If this fighter finds himself with no opponent within range, he
may “remount” by rising to his feet. If an unhorsed fighter is struck with
another “killing” blow he is considered disarmed.
A disarmed fighter is open for capture by any unengaged armed fighter. If
they touch him and tell him he is captured, he must then stand and follow
his captor to that teams resurrection point / herald to arrange a ransom.
Of course, the way to the heralds may be fraught with peril for the captor.
He may face additional enemies, or even the companions of his captive
coming to rescue him. If at any point the captor is driven away from his
captive, his prisoner now mounted but still “disarmed” is free to run off and
attempt to reach his own resurrection point / herald to re-arm.
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Ransoms will be arranged between the captor and the captive.
A ransom may be as simple as a small donation to a Kingdom fund of the
captors choice, such as the soup kitchen, travel fund, etc. If fighters wish to take
this option, we’d recommend a base level of one silver coin (quarter) per
fighting rank.
Of course fighters might choose to bring items to offer as ransoms to their
captors, or a promise of a tasty beverage might go over well.
Or, it may be that something more interesting might be agreed upon – such as a
poem for the captor’s noble lord, or a flower for his lady, or some other promise
of a future act.
Ransoms are left to the discretion of the two combatants, but since neither may
re-enter the field until a ransom is agreed upon, the heralds may be asked to act
as arbitrators.
Heralds will be very important for this tournament. First, heralds stationed at
each teams safe zone will be responsible for recording (and if necessary
negotiating) the ransoms promised from one fighter to another.
Additionally heralds might cry the camp with announcements of impressive
deeds or ransoms. For example: “Let it be known that His Grace Eringlen, Duke
of Aldhelm has unhorsed four men upon the bridge over the mill stream and has
suffered nary a wound.” Or, “Marcus de la Foret, a brave Knight of France,
bested by Duncan, Baron Three Rivers, has promised the good Baron a song for
his lady as his ransom.”
Don’t forget to tip your heralds generously – its what William Marshal would
do!
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Angevin England
By Rhodri ap Hywel (Rob Howell)
A contemporary chronicler tells us that William Marshal carried the royal
scepter of gold in the coronation of Richard I in 1189. 1
Today, we remember Richard as the King of England usually as portrayed by
Sean Connery, Patrick Stewart and many others in Robin Hood film adaptations,
but the truth of Richard was much different. That truth explains many of the
challenges facing William and the English during the reigns of Henry II,
Richard I, and John I.

Richard I, known as Couer de Lion (the Lionheart)
By the end of the day on 6 June 1189 Richard was not only the King of England,
but was also the Duke of Normandy, the Duke of Aquitaine, the Count of Anjou,
and the Count of Maine. The King of England was thus not only the largest
vassal of the King of France, but as can be seen by looking at English controlled

1

http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/source/hoveden1189a.html
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territories in France; he also controlled more land in France than did the French
king.

France in the 12th Century
Furthermore, from Richard’s point of view, in many ways England was the least
of his possessions. Richard was born in Oxford, but he was essentially French.
He never truly learned how to speak English and he spent only about six months
of his ten year reign actually in England.
Furthermore, when he died, he specified that his body be buried in multiple
places, which was not uncommon for kings at the time. Richard chose to have
his brain buried in Poitou, his heart in Rouen, and the rest of his body at
Fontevrault Abbey in Anjou. In other words, at the end of his life, the King of
England chose to associate himself eternally with France, rather than with
13

England. Hence, perhaps Gerard Depardieu would be a more appropriate actor
to play Richard in the Robin Hood movies than Connery or Stewart.
Richard viewed England not as his home, but as a source of revenue. In the last
year of his life, Henry II, Richard’s father, imposed the Saladin Tithe. This
called for each person to give a tenth of their wealth to support those who left on
Crusade, most notably Richard himself. 2 By the end of Richard’s reign in 1199,
such taxes such had essentially bankrupted England in order to pay for his
military excursions. Ironically, one of the reasons that English sheriffs such as
the Sheriff of Nottingham were so demanding of tax payments was that Richard
kept demanding more and more money. The situation was exacerbated by
Richard’s capture and subsequent ransom on his return from the Crusades.
After Richard’s death in 1199, the throne passed to his brother John. John I was
greedy, uninspiring, ineffective, and at best a mediocre King, but nevertheless,
John’s reputation is further harmed by the difficult situation that he found
himself in when he took the throne in 1199. He inherited a poor and overtaxed
kingdom. He controlled a large portion of France, but this automatically put him
into a conflict with France’s king, Philip II Augustus.

Phillip II known as Augustus
Philip was not a crusader or military figure like Richard, but Philip was one of
the best kings France has ever had. Combine a mediocre English king,
hamstrung by a wounded economy, in opposition to a great king and it is easy to
guess what the outcome will be.
After Philip defeated John and his allies at the Battle of Bouvines in 1214, the
results were even worse. John was forced to strengthen his power base in
2

http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/source/1188saldtith.html
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England, but all he could offer his secular and ecclesiastical lords were political
rights, which he did in 1215 with the Magna Carta.
Despite the significance with which we view the Great Charter today, at the time
it was not seen as revolutionary or even successful. In but a few months its
failures lead to the First Baron’s War, and in 1216 John died in a failed
campaign during this war. This left the nine year old Henry III on the throne.

Coronation of Henry III
At this time William Marshal swore oaths to protect his fourth and final king,
not as a knight and earl, but as Regent and Protector of England. He is recorded
to have said: “If everyone abandons the boy but me, do you know what I shall
do? I will carry him on my back, and if I can hold him up, I will hop from island
to island, from country to country, even if I have to beg for my bread!”3

3

David Crouch, William Marshal: Knighthood, War and Chivalry, 11471219, 2nd ed. (London: Pearson Education, Ltd., 2002), 127. This is the
best of the three biographies of William. Sidney Painter’s has become
severely dated, and Georges Duby’s is odd in its biases and conclusions.
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And, indeed, it was possible that Henry III, the rightful King of England, might
be sent into exile. The rebelling barons who had opposed John had offered their
support and loyalty to Louis, the son of Philip of France. The death of John had
not ended the rebellion, and William the Protector had to defend England with
limited resources.
In the spring of 1217, the rebels made a concerted push to finally take the
royalist stronghold of Lincoln. The sources say that William scraped together
406 knights and 317 crossbowmen to lift the siege. 4 With a rousing and
inspiring speech, and fighting from the front far more than his advisors wished,
he led these forces against the rebels and, despite numerical inferiority, led the
English royalists to a major victory in the Battle of Lincoln. This battle, and the
subsequent naval battle off of Sandwich, ensured that Henry III would keep his
crown.
Today, we might see the English barons’ decision to support a French prince as
odd. England in the early 1200s, however, was still part of the French-based
Angevin Empire and was ruled by a French family who only after this point start
identifying themselves with England.
The English nobility was still predominantly French in its culture and
perspective. In fact, William himself was culturally French. The contemporary
biography of William, the Histoire de Guillaume le Maréchal, is written in
French, and he was one of Philip’s vassals as well as one of Richard’s.
So remember, when you are singing of William coming into France and winning
renown with sword and lance that William was merely fighting in one of the two
kingdoms - two competing kingdoms - that he called home.

4

Ibid., 129.
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William Marshal
From 4th Son to Earl of Pembroke
By Conde Fernando Rodriguez de Falcon (Fernando Vigil)
Guillaume le Maréchal, known to English speakers as William the Marshal, has
been described as the “flower of chivalry” and called “the greatest knight that
ever lived.” To those familiar with his career, that’s no surprise. Over the course
of his life, which spanned the latter half of the twelfth century and the beginning
of the thirteenth, he went from being the younger son of a minor noble, to the
greatest champion the tournaments had ever seen, then a major noble in his own
right, and finally the Regent of England.
William Marshal’s father was John FitsGilbert, who had been the royal Marshal
to Henry I. While this title originally belonged simply to the keeper of the King's
horses, over time it went to the head of the royal household’s troops and became
a position of minor nobility. Following Henry’s death, civil war broke out
between two claiments to the throne - Stephen and Matilda. It was during this
war, sometime around 1145, that John’s fourth son, William, was born.
After John, now Marshal to King Stephen, broke his fealty and changed sides to
join the Empress Matilda, William found himself with an unexpected role. In
1152, when William was just seven or eight years old, his father was trapped at
Newbury Castle by Stephen’s forces. John Marshal agreed to a surrender, and
gav his son William as a a hostage for his good behavior – but John had no
intention of complying with his promise and instead began to reinforce the
castle.
Obviously this angered Stephen, and he sent word to John Marshal that his son
would be hanged at dawn if John did not surrender. Marshal’s surprising
response was simple, “Do as you must – I still have the hammer and anvil by
which to forge an even finer son." Had not King Stephen grown to like the
young boy during his captivity, this might have been the end of William’s story.
But the King did not have the heart to slay his hostage, and instead let William
live.
Despite being of noble birth, as a fourth son William would not inherit the
family estates and had few prospects of his own. His father sent him to serve as
a squire in the household of his cousin the Chamberlain of Tancarville in the
County Poitou. In his training in Normandy, William proved to have a natural
skill for the sword and lance, and grew to be a powerful man said to be six feet
in height (quite tall by the standards of the day.)
Some eight years later France and England went to war; when Tancarville was
called to battle William rode with him. On the evening before battle, outside the
town of Drincourt, William was dubbed a knight. His cousin even gave him a
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fine warhorse – a necessity for a knight, and a very impressive gift for the
landless fourth son.
The next day, young Marshal could not be held back in the battle. The new
knight spurred his destrier forward, desperate to be the first into the enemy
packed streets of Drincourt. The chronicles tell us that he fought like a lion, and
felled many of the foe. His fierce attack so impressed his noble cousin that it
brought him to say, "He is the only knight in battle this day."
Before long, William’s drive left him surround by a large band of footmen. The
Histoire de Guillaume le Mareschal tells us, “More than thirteen of them formed
a band to knock him off his horse, but he held on by the breast piece of its
harness.” With sword and broken lance he fought his way clear. But his horse
was less fortunate – dying from its wounds shortly thereafter.
Despite his success in the battle, having bested many men, he had missed his
chance at fortune - for he had not stopped to capture even one horse or knight.
Worse yet, he had lost the costly destrier and had no other, nor the funds to buy
a new one. The best he could do was sell the new cloak he had been given the
day before as a gift for his knighting, and use the funds to buy a pack animal for
his armor. Imagine William’s great frustration when peace broke out shortly
thereafter, and a great tournament was announced. He could not take part
without a warhorse. Fortunately he was able to borrow a horse from his uncle or William the Marshal’s career may have had an early end. But young William
had learned his lesson, and in that first tournament he made a point of capturing
several horses. It was a lesson he would never forget!
For the next several years, William traveled around the tournaments of England
and the continent with great success. The tournaments of this time were more
like a practice for actual warfare than formal combat or jousts so typical in
literature. They were in essence a series of grand melees, which ranged across
the countryside, through field and woods, across farms, and even into villages
and buildings. Despite using the weapons of war, the real goal of the knights in
the tournament was not to kill their opponents, but to capture them, often
claiming their horse or armor as ransom. These were incredibly valuable prizes,
and the victors of the tournament field could easily make their fortune.
By all accounts, William was an amazing fighter, and the Histoire says, "They
put every effort they could into doing him harm and capturing him, but they
dared not stand there and take his blows." It mentions numerous occasions were
he defeated some of the best warriors of the time, or stood against multiple
opponents with great success. Even in situations where a lesser man might have
yielded, William often knew success. Once he fought off an entire group of
knights who surrounded him and struck him with such force that his helmet was
spun around on his head. Somehow he still broke free from the five knights and
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another was heard to say, "An army led by that man will be nearly impossible to
defeat."
At another tournament the Duke of Burgandy was given, “a most amazing pike”
(the fish not the weapon). The Duke gave a flowery speech and insisted that the
gift be given to the Count of Flanders, but the Count in turn chose to pass it on.
The pike passed through several hands, until it became obvious that the grand
statements would continue half the night unless another solution was found.
After a bit of discussion, the assembled men agreed that the pike should be
given to William Marshal – for he was truly the knight who had proved most
worthy that day. But William could not be found - until someone finally thought
to check the blacksmith’s shop. There they found him with his head lying on the
anvil. William’s helmet had been so badly battered that he was unable to remove
it from his head without the blacksmith’s help. The Histoire tells us, "Many
gave him a wide berth, yet many a blow struck with sword and mace were
directed at William Marshal, squashing his helmet completely and reaching
through to his very scalp." In time the helmet was removed, and he received the
“most excellent pike.”
William’s success came not only from his skill with the lance and sword, for he
was an exceptional horseman as well – and perhaps even more importantly he
was a clever strategist. He would often maneuver to grab his opponent’s bridle
and drag him out of the fray, or even into the midst of a group of William’s own
companions where he could be more easily defeated or simply forced to yield.
Even if the knight he was leading jumped off his horse, William would simply
ride away with a very nice prize.
Another tactic the clever William employed was to act as bait, luring one or
more opponents into chasing him when they thought he had became separated
from his companions – but the canny knight would circle or lead them into an
ambush of his waiting comrades.
In later years, William would often emulate a tactic he had once witnessed the
Count of Flanders using. While other knights would race into the fray, desperate
to make their mark in the beginning of the melee, the Count (and later William)
would hold back, or even rest off the field. As the other combatants began to
tire, he would enter the combat, often capturing many opponents far more easily
than if he had been equally exhausted.
In addition to the renown brought by his prowess, William was also widely
revered for his charity and largesse. At one tournament, as William relaxed in
the safety of the refuge, a troubadour approached him and the group of ladies he
was chatting with and sang a song. The chorus of this song included the refrain
“Marshal, give me a good horse." William was so impressed that he leapt on his
horse, and charged onto field. Within minutes William had defeated a knight,
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and lead his horse back as a gift to the troubadour. This is akin to giving a waiter
a Lamborghini as a tip for dinner service.
William’s success made the young knight a hero of his day, and his success
brought him even greater fame and glory. Thanks to his renown William was
charged by Henry II to head the mesnie (household) of his son, the fifteen-yearold Henry. William had taken another step towards greatness.
William was to train him in all the aspects of Chivalry – the skills of battle, as
well as the chivalric behavior expected of a knight. More than a teacher,
William was also expected to act as young Henry’s companion, and even as his
personal guard in battle.
William trained the youth well, and in time, he was even asked to knight young
Henry himself – an act which was considered to form a permanent bond of
fealty between them. Before long William led Henry’s mesnie out to the
tournaments of Flanders and Normandy. The success of the entire company was
practically ensured by William’s skill and leadership. William further upheld his
bond of fealty, and his duty as the head of the young lord’s mesnie by rescuing
Henry on multiple occasions. William’s success continued to grow, and his
renown was growing even further.
On one occasion, William, who had become separated from the rest of Henry’s
mesnie, came across a group of fifteen French knights entrapped by a company
of English knights that outnumbered them four to one. Spotting the famous
William, the French knights called out their surrender to him – rather than to the
knights who had them surrounded. They felt there was much less dishonor in
surrendering to a man like William than to any other knight. Of course, this
angered the English knights, but when William offered to meet any who would
dispute this with him, they backed down to a man. William then turned to the
French knights and released each one accepting no ransom from any. Though
this clearly cost him a fortune in lost ransoms, the increase to his renown was
huge.
When Henry decided to take a break from the tournaments, William asked his
permission to continue without him. William and Roger de Gaugi, another
knight from Henry’s mesnie, decided to travel together, and to act as partners. In
less than a year they traveled through numerous tournaments across the
continent, and captured over one hundred knights whose ransoms they divided
between them.
William spent a dozen years in young Henry’s service with his loyalty
unquestioned, but in 1182 he was accused of having an affair with Henry's wife,
Marguerite of France, and was forced to leave Henry’s house. But when he had
the opportunity, William returned to discuss the situation with the Henry and his
father, the King. Standing in their hall, he challenged any who would accuse him
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of the affair to trial by combat to prove the truth upon his body. No one was
foolish enough to take up the challenge against the greatest warrior of the day,
even when he offered to bind his arm behind him, or to cut two fingers from his
own sword hand first.
In anger William turned and left the hall, but not before telling the assembled
crowd, “Since no man raises his head among those who cast blame upon me,
and since thus it is allowed despite the law of the land, and since your court is
entirely against me, who have nonetheless offered more than my due, I see
indeed that I must seek elsewhere the place where I may live a better life. It is
my pleasure, at least, that such a gathering can see with its own eyes that my
rights have been taken from me."
We may never know if it was William’s words to the two Henrys, or the loss of
such a paramount knight from their mesnie, but within weeks Henry repudiated
his wife, sent her back to France, and asked William to return to his household.
William, ever loyal, agreed, and was lauded for his staunch convictions.
Soon after this, we see another example of William’s convictions. William is
said to have been resting on the side of the road one day, when a well dressed
young man and woman rode past him at some speed. Curious at what he
considered an unusual sight, William chased after to question them and
discovered the young man was a monk, and that he and the woman were running
off to be married. Surprisingly to our modern senses, this does not seem to
bother William. When he asked how a runaway monk would maintain a lady of
her station, the monk told William that he had some amount of coin that he
would put to loan at interest. “By God, a man of the cloth enacting the sin of
usury!” cried William, “This will not do!”
Usury was the collecting of interest, which the Church considered a grave sin.
William, taking the coins from the monk, offered to escort the lady home to her
family, and then rode away - a flower of chivalry to the 12th century chronicler
who saw this as protecting the lady from the sin of usury, and as showing great
mercy by not taking harsher action against the monk.
William had not been back long in young Henry’s company before his lord
sickened and died – but Henry’s last charge was that William take his cloak to
Jerusalem and place it upon the Holy Sepulcher. William, a loyal knight, never
considered refusing this request, and he soon set out for the Holy Land. He
completed the task his lord had set him, but remained there for several years
fighting with King Guy of Jerusalem before returning to find himself in the
service of King Henry II.
Now in direct service to the King, William soon proved himself the loyal vassal
once more, assisting his liege in putting down rebellions by his sons John,
Geoffrey, and Richard. During the last of these, when a sick Henry was forced
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to flee from Le Mans, his son Richard saw a chance to capture his father. In his
haste to keep Henry from escaping, and imagining that as heir he would face
little direct challenge from the knights in the sick and aging king’s service,
Richard Couer de Lion (Lionheart) failed to don his armor. Unfortunately for the
king’s son, one knight in king’s mesnie felt his oath was more important than his
future well-being, and the Marshal turned and charged directly at the ill prepared
Richard! Fortunately for the Prince, William’s honor would not allow him to
slay the unarmed man, so instead he ran his spear through Richard’s horse
before turning and riding after Henry once more.
In gratitude for William’s service, the King promised him in marriage the hand
of Isabel de Clare, the daughter of Richard de Clare who had been the Earl of
Pembroke. As her father’s heir, this would bring her father’s titles and vast
estates in England, Wales, Normandy, and Ireland to her new husband. William,
still a landless Knight, was about to become a landed noble and one of the
wealthiest men in the realm, but before this could be brought about, the aging
Henry died.
When called before Richard, now the new King, William must have been quite
nervous and feared stiff reprisal - at least the loss of what had been promised
him - but Richard instead chose to put their past confrontation aside. In the end
he agreed to honor his father’s promise, and a year later when he set off on
Crusade he even offered William a place on his Regency Council.
Though it had taken him nearly five decades, by 1189 William had risen from
his beginnings as the fourth son of a minor noble with few prospects, to become
the Earl Pembroke and Striguil, the Lord of Leinster in Ireland, as well as
numerous smaller holdings. And with the death of his last brother a few years
later he gained his families hereditary title, Marshal. From his obscure
beginnings he had become one of the most powerful nobles of the realm.
With his elevation to the new station, William left behind him the thrill and the
risks of the Tournament. Though he still fought in many battles, it is said that he
left the Tournament to the young who still had needs to prove themselves. His
new rank meant that he would seek renown in a different venue
In time William Marshal went on to even great glory as he loyally served two
more kings. First John, who he defended against the Barons in the conflicts over
the Magna Carta, and then his son Henry III, who he would serve as serve as
Regent of England.
John Marshal had said he had “the hammer and anvil by which to forge an even
finer son," but I think history has proven that very unlikely. A man would be
hard pressed to have a finer son than one men would call the “greatest knight
that ever lived.”
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An Brief Overview
of 12th Century Clothing
(Or What to Wear to the Marshal Event)
By Mistress Magdalena vander Meere (Nancee Beattie)

Fashion in Europe during the latter half of the twelfth century took a distinctive
turn. Tight-fitting in the torso, and flared at the cuffs and hems, it was both more
revealing and more flowing than previous styles. While one could get away with
loose-fitting, belted tunics, the more tailored look was haute couture.
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In order to achieve this tightness across the torso, garments had to be open along
the back or sides and laced up once the wearer had them on. The construction of
these garments, it seems, was still very geometric. From many of the sculptures
and manuscripts, it looks as though the waist was pulled tight and wrinkled. This
very well could be the result of inexact fitting of the garment, a technology that
had only begun to develop. However, this wrinkling at the waist may well have
been sought after and intentional. Either way, it does seem common to the
fashions of the time.
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The flared cuffs were also part of high style, and varied in both width and
length. Some cuffs were quite long, even so to drag the ground, while some
were little more than trumpet-shaping of the lower sleeve. Men were more likely
to wear the trumpet shape, and women the long flowing cuff (often called a
maunch). Men’s gowns often had close sleeves not flared at all. In the cases of
the close cuffs, they usually have a contrasting trim at the wrist, and may have
been embroidered or otherwise embellished.
As continues to be true throughout our period, people dressed in layers. The
three visible layers can be called the shirt, the gown and the mantle.
The shirt is a simple tunic, probably of lightweight linen or silk, with no body
shaping and closer fitted sleeves—not so close that they would need fastenings
to take on or off, but not at all flowing. These sleeves would be full-length to the
wrist. The length of the shirt would depend on the wearer. Women would wear a
long shirt—to the floor. A man could wear a long shirt, but was often seen with
one as short as knee-length. The man’s legs should be covered with leg wraps or
hosen. The neckline of the shirt would be a close-set key-hole closed with a pin.
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The gown goes over the shirt and had a big flared hem and often wide cuffs. It
would probably be made of light wool or silk. The fabric, to get the proper
affect, should be soft and draping. The flow of the hemline would be achieved
through the addition of gores in the side of the garment. The neckline of the
gown could either be a keyhole, similar to the shirt, or could be more of a Vneck, with an external yoke of some contrasting color. The cuffs and necklines
of these gowns are a perfect place for embroidery or other embellishment.
A woman’s gown would be floor-length. The cuffs of the women’s gown, as
stated before, would be exaggerated, even pendulous. To get the proper effect
for the woman’s gown, the torso of the garment should be fairly fitted to the
waist. Use the triangular underarm gussets to expand the torso for the chest. This
does not seem to be an uplifting garment, but more of a binding, flattening
garment, but you should structure yours for your own comfort. Make the length
of the torso four to eight inches longer than needed, and when you lace into it,
the fabric will gather up around the middle and form the wrinkles seen in
contemporary images. The bigger the gores, the wider the skirt, so use as much
fabric as you can spare.
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A man’s gown would not greatly exceed the length of his shirt. Men’s garments
could be tightly laced like women’s garments, but some of the images look like
they were looser tunics, belted, but with the trumpet sleeves. A man’s gown
could also be slit from the hem to hip to allow for horseback riding. These slits
are called vents.

The top layer was the mantle. This was a cloak or cape to keep warm. It could
be a large rectangle pinned at the shoulder, or a semi-circle pinned at the throat.
It would likely have been made of wool, but could be lined with silk or linen.
These garments were, in some ways, ahead of their time. Not long after this
period, fashions returned to a looser style. It is believed that the church highly
disapproved of such revealing garments. However, a few hundred years later
tight tailoring returned and has been with us ever since.
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Armor in the Period of the Marshal
By Baron Eric St. Ledger (Mark Abbott)
William Marshal lived from around 1150-1220. This article will briefly discuss
the armor of the the period, some hints on construction, and several ideas to
make whatever kit you currently have, look more like something from Sir
William’s time.
Illustration A from the Maciejowski Bible shows a good overview of various
armor styles of the late 12th and early 13th centuries. It clearly shows a variety of
helmets, including great helms, kettle helms, and conical helms. It also shows
various types of armors covering the body (mail, aketons, and coats of plates)
and as well as several different shield styles. Interestingly, all these types of
equipment were in use at the same time.

Illustration A: Maciejowski Bible, 1250
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Body Armor
Mail – Mail hauberks (illustrations B and C) are the usual armor for the welldressed knight in this period. They tended to wear a lot of mail - often covering
themselves from the top of the head to down to their feet.

Illustration B
Sir John de Bitton, from
Psalter of St. Louis, 1200

Illustration C
William Marshal

What if you have no mail and are planning on doing something else for the next
two months? Fortunately, there are some other options.
Aketon - An aketon (illustration D) is a padded outer garment that is basically a
gambeson-like padded or quilted armor that need not have mail over it.
Some of these coats (such as the one in illustration D) have raised collars, while
others do not. The ones on the left in the Maciejowski Bible picture (illustration
A) seem to have some sort of outside studs visible, probably fastening some sort
of leather or steel reinforce-ment on the inside, but you could use just about
anything to get the look.
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Illustration D: Aketon
Coat-of plates – Coats of plates, (illustration E), which as the name implies are
essentially coverings with plates fastened to the inside, were also common
during the Marshal’s period.

Illustration E: Coat of Plates
Coats of plates are easy to make (see illustration F). The leather is the big
expense but the plates are easy to cut and the coats are fairly simple to assemble.
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Illustration F : Wisby Coat pattern based on a series of 25 coats found in the
mass graves from the Battle of Wisby
Surcoat - Surcoats start to come into style during this period (see the illustration
J or the image on the cover), likely as a fashion style brought back from by
crusaders who had need to keep their armor out of the sun.
Surcoats are found varying from simple one-color garments, to parti-color
garments, to fancier ones with heraldic charges.
A surcoat can cover up any type of armor and make it look appropriate for the
12th to 13th centuries. You can even use a padded surcoat as your body armor
and be right in period.

Illustration F: A Knight Templar in the heraldic surcoat of his order.
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Helmets
Many different styles of helmets were in use during William’s fighting career.
“Great Helm” – The Great helm (see illustrations A and G) was a typical
crusader style helmet in the 13th century helmet, and was already in use by the
late 12th century.

Illustration G: Great Helm
A great helm is a fairly simple helmet to construct (see illustration H.)

Illustration H: Great Helm layout
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“Kettle Helm” – Another helmet style pictured in the Maciejowski bible is the
kettle helm (illustrations A and I)

Illustration I: Kettle Helm
For SCA use, this is a bit more involved, as in addition to the rounded top, it has
to be adapted by adding a bar grill and surrounding the sides and back of the
helm with steel. The surrounding metal then be easily disguised by adding a
“ventail” of mail or leather.
“Salt Shaker” – The salt shaker (see illustration I) is another crusader favorite
with a very distinctive look.

Illustration J: Salt Shaker Helm
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Illustration K: Salt Shaker layout
While fairly simple (see illustration K), there are some tricks to making the
faceplate of this helmet work out. I do not recommend it if you don’t have a
torch available to heat the face plate for forming.
“Conical” –The Norman conical helm (see illustration L) was still in use during
the 12th century, but was becoming more rounded and nasals were becoming less
and less common. Several variations of these can be seen in illustrations A, B,
and F, and they are quite representative of a 12th century knight’s helm.

Illustration L: Norman style Conical Helm
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If you’re current helmet is not appropriate for the time period, and you have the
time and optimism – Make a new one! Several of these helmets are easy to
make.
Originally I had hoped to include actual patterns for various helmets, but
reproducing them for a booklet form proved a bit problematic. However the
patters will be on the event web site at: www.ThreeRiver.org/Marshal and I also
have these patterns on-hand,, and can get one or all of them to you if you send
an email to: asf_law@yahoo.com
If making another helmet is not in the cards, you can do some things to your
existing head defense. A twisted torse and lambrequin can be added to the top
of another helm to make it look more like an earlier period (see illustration M).

Illustration M: Torse and Lambrequin
A temporary ventail of leather or mail over the back of your helmet can also
give you a more period appropriate look (see illustration N.) You could fasten
this with rivets, but this will put holes in your helm, however, double sided tape
or some other sort of tie might work depending on your helmet.

Illustration N: Ventail
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Leg Defenses
As was mentioned earlier, mail was the most common armor of its day, and no
less so in defending legs (see illustrations A, B, and F).
If you notice in illustration B, the chausses are sometimes tied or laced at several
points along the leg, and do not completely encircle the leg. They are sort of
like “steel chaps”.
You can find some hints on chausse production by Mathew Johnston at
http://www.arador.com/construction/dweezle.html.
Knee, and Elbow Defenses
This period is a little early for the winged elbows and knees that are so
commonly seen in the SCA. The good news is that almost any sort of “low
profile” type knee or elbow will work. The best would be those that are worn as
hidden under the armor or tunics.
If you have access to a simple dishing stump or form, these can be made
quickly. Follow the outline below (see illustration O), which is just a knee/elbow
pattern with the wing removed. Be certain to add a bit more material in length,
in place of the wing, to make certain the elbow or knee cop covers the essential
points.

Illustration O: Low Profile Knee or Elbow
Shields
You’re in luck here. A great many of the shields used in the SCA are in use
during this time. Various round shields still remain in limited use, but the
predominant shields are kites and heaters, as this is the time of the transition
from one to the other
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12th Century Turn Shoes
A Brief History and Construction
By Countess Comyn Hrothwyn (Ellen Bartel)
Introduction
This article will give the reader a brief overview of 12th Century shoe
construction and history. The turn shoe pattern selected was worn mostly by
upper class English, French, and Germans but has the bonus of being
deceptively simple to create for the novice leatherworker. This article assumes a
basic level of skill with common leatherworking tools such as an awl, needle,
and thread.
Background Overview
“Turn shoe” describes a shoe sewn together while inside out. When completed,
the shoe is literally “turned” to place the outside seams inside of the shoe prior
to wearing. They are similar to a soft leather moccasin – type slipper without the
hard sole or arch support of modern footwear. Styles have been excavated that
were both below the ankle and slightly above with a rounded or pointed toe.
They were speculated to have been sewn with wax coated plaited linen thread
using a boar-bristle as a needle. Due to decay no extant thread examples have
been found. Vegetable tanned cattle, sheep or goat leather dyed with an iron
oxide based liquid was the preferred medium. Decoration was in various ways,
such as embroidery, cut-outs, or skiving (removing the very top layer of leather
to leave the rough part exposed).
Pattern and Construction Background
This pattern will be fairly simple for time and skill constraints. It consists of
three major pieces – the sole, the vamp and the back quarter, which are sewn
together to comprise the major parts of the shoe. Historically the vamp and
quarter were joined into one upper piece. Other additional minor pieces adapt
the fit of the shoe and add stability.
 Sole – In the early 12th century most soles were an elliptical shape with
rounded toe area, not imitating an exact foot shape. There’s a slight
indentation along the middle of the foot corresponding to the arch area.
More foot shaped soles and slightly pointed tips grew more popular towards
the century’s end. Soles were normally made of 8 oz cattle leather, for
durability, flesh side up towards the foot bed.
 Upper (Vamp and Back Quarter) - By the 12th Century, patterns had
evolved for uppers consolidating into a single piece. This practice made
practical use of leather with little waste, placed a solitary seam inside the
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area of the foot’s arch and produced a better fit. The upper did not fit snugly
around the shoe’s throat and was generally reinforced with a cord or a top
band. It could be laced along the inside seam or the top of the instep for a
better fit. Our pattern will consist of two pieces for ease of construction but
can easily adapt later to a more historically correct form.
 Additional Pieces (Heel stiffener and Clumps) – Small leather stiffeners
were sewn into the heel area to reinforce it, emulating the triangular sole
backs of the earlier Viking shoe. 12th century heel stiffeners were triangular
or semi circular sewn with a binding stitch separately into place without
breaking through the outside surface of the shoe. “Clumps” were additional
soles that were tunnel stitched onto the existing sole after it wore through to
extend the lifespan of the shoe.
 Seams - Three main types were consistently used in 12th Century shoe
construction. Stitch images are borrowed from Shoe from Parliament St.,
York Construction Notes by Peter Beatson.
Butt Stitch - used commonly on uppers to sew main side seam and
attach inserts.

Flesh-edge Stitch - used to attach soles to uppers.

Binding stitch - used to attach pieces such as heel stiffeners, upper edge
reinforcement cords, or top bands (sewn to the top edge of the shoe
instead of reinforcement cords). The stitch doesn’t penetrate the leather
completely, therefore is invisible from the outside.
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Pattern
This pattern consists of three major pieces for expediency – the sole, the vamp
and the back quarter which sewn together comprise the major parts of the shoe.
To start this project you will need the following materials:
5-6 oz leather (chrome-tanned is easiest)
8 oz cattle leather for sole
2 sq ft canvas or non-stretchy fabric
Manila folders
Blunt tipped needles (tapestry will work)
Sharp straight stabbing awl
Straight edge knife

Heavy weight scissors
Marker
Ruler
Measuring tape
Linen thread
Bee’s wax
Dinner fork

 Sole – Stand in the center of a Manila folder (or a heavy piece of paper at
least 3 inches larger than your foot all around your foot). Draw an outline
around your foot with the pencil perpendicular to the paper. Mark the area
of your instep on either side of your foot on your outline as well as the
center front and back. Add 1/ 8 inch around your outline along the sides and
heel, and ½ inch to the toe area in front. If you wish a pointed toe, this is
where you want to add it. Cut the foot-shape out of the paper. Place pattern
on your 8oz leather and use the straight edge knife to cut out. The result
should look like this:

 Vamp and Back Quarter - Our pattern will consist of two pieces for ease
of construction but can easily adapt later to a more historically correct form.
The vamp covers the front of your foot and the quarter wraps around the
back of your heel. Begin by draping the canvas over the top of your foot
with about 6 inches curled up the front of your leg. Slice the curled fabric
down to your instep. Draw around the top of your ankle and then extend the
line down to the floor at your instep area. Draw along your foot on the
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fabric on the floor. Use the tape measure to measure from the floor to your
mark around your ankle and add an inch. This is the height of your quarter.
Measure around the back of your foot to the marks you made to the floor
from your instep and add 2 inches to your measurement. This is the length
of your quarter. Take your fabric vamp and add an inch around the front
area for a seam allowance. Cut out the vamp and the quarter from the fabric.
Place your pattern on the smooth side of your 5-6oz leather (non-flesh side)
and draw carefully around your pattern. Cut out with scissors and punch
holes every 1/16 inch apart, 1/8 inch from the edge of the leather along 3
sides on the vamp. Do not punch the side along your ankle. Repeat the
process on the bottom of the quarter. A dinner fork can give you proper
stitch hole spacing. Your result should look like this:

 Heel stiffener – 12th century heel stiffeners (or counters as they are also
described) were triangular or semi circular pieces sewn with a binding stitch
into place without breaking through the outside surface of the shoe. Your
stiffener should be about 2 ½ inches wide and 1 ½ inches tall to adequately
hold your heel from sliding out of your shoe. Stiffeners were applied with
the binding stitch to center back of the heel.

Construction
Now we put it all together with a flesh-edge seam. On the rough side of your
sole, mark a line 3/8 inch from the edge, all the way round to act as a guide
when piercing the sole before stitching. Use your fork as a spacing guide. Take
~ 18 inches of linen thread and coat with beeswax. Thread a needle onto each
end of the thread and grab your awl. Starting just at one side of the front center
point of the shoe pierce through the sole into the flat and out through the edge
and through the upper leather’s stitch hole (see cross section from Flesh-edge
stitch below). Push one of the needles through these two holes and even out the
thread so you don’t run out of one side before the other.
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Sole
S l

Vamp

Make another hole (through both pieces of leather) with the awl on the other
side of the point of the sole and thread one of the needles through leaving plenty
of slack. Push the point of the other needle in the opposite direction through this
hole and then pull some of the thread back (from the first needle). This ensures
that the second needle does not pierce the first thread, allowing the stitches to be
pulled tight from both sides. If you run out of thread then backstitch a couple of
stitches. Start from the same hole with a new length and don’t forget to wax it.
Once you have stitched up both of the side seams, you are ready to sew the heel
stiffener onto the center of the back quarter. Sew it about ½ inches from the
edge in the center back of your shoe. Now sew the quarter to the sole in the
same manner as the vamp, starting in the center of the sole and working around
both sides. Backstitch where the sides overlap a couple of times for strength.
Now you are ready to turn the shoe. To soften the leather, soak it in warm [NOT
hot] water until it has completely stopped bubbling. This will make the leather
supple enough to turn right side out.
Once your shoe is turned you will notice it is very floppy and has a strange
form. This is normal for this stage. Put it on your foot wet to form it. You will
probably need to trim the leather around the top of your foot and slit the center
of the vamp about 2 ½ inches down the top of your foot; using a pair of sharp
scissors cut away the leather in a semi-circle from one side seam to the other.
You should end up with something that looks not too dissimilar to the picture
below of the vamp.
Let the shoe dry on your foot till the leather is just damp and then remove it to
finish stitching up the sides with an overlapping seam. If you are adventurous,
you might attempt the butt stitch however that stitch is best performed when the
shoe is inside out. You will punch lacing holes along the vamp slit to help the
shoe fit better after you have sewn it together and turned it. To decorate your
shoe, you may want to whip stitch around the top of it for a more finished look.
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A Chest
Appropriate for the 12th Century
By Master Kirk Fitzdavid (Kirk Poore)

Introduction
The six-board chest was a common piece of furniture throughout the medieval
era, with variations common in all European cultures. It’s quite versatile, since it
can be used for storage, seating, or as a table. Handles make it portable. I’ve
found these will hold all the usual gear (clothes, shoes, mug) for one person for
a weekend event. This particular version is modelled on 14th and 15th century
examples, but the basic chest is equally appropriate for the 12th Century as well.
The six-board chest is made, of course, from six boards nailed together - top,
bottom, sides, and two legs, which are extended to the ground. The legs (ends)
are the key pieces - each as a notch in each side to accommodate the two side
boards, a dado (groove) across the middle to help hold the bottom in place, and
finally a cutout on the bottom edge to form the feet. Just cut everything out and
nail it together. Easy, right? Well, yes, but a little planning and a few tips will
make it go faster and let you learn from some of my mistakes.
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Materials
 Wood: 13’ of 1x12 pine or ¾” x 12” oak. Note that a pine 1x12 has an
actual size of approximately ¾” x 11.5”. Current price on two good quality
8’ pine planks is $12.50 at a home center. At hardwood stores, ¾” x 12 oak
will go for about $4-5 per board foot. (Don’t buy hardwood at home
centers—it costs way too much.) Total: About $25 for pine or $55 for oak.
 Nails: 1-1/2” cut nails. Lee Valley (LeeValley.com) item 91Z40.03. Approx
$11 per pound. One pound will be more than enough.
 Hinges: 10” Strap hinges. Lee Valley item #01H20.52. Approximately $12
each. You need two. Total $24.
 Handles: Cast Iron handles. Lee Valley item #06W03. Approximately $9
per pair.
 Finish: Quart can of boiled linseed oil or small can of polyurethane. About
$5 at a hardware store.
Tools
Basic:
Handsaw
Coping saw
Chisel & Mallet
Hand Plane
Drill with 1/8” bit
Hammer
Sanding block

Optional:
Tablesaw
Radial Arm Saw
Bandsaw
Planer / Jointer
Sander
Strap clamp and corner clamps.
Small (10 lb) anvil or 3 lb hammer
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Assembling the Chest
a.

Mark all the individual pieces on your planks. Remember to leave enough
spoace between the pieces for the saw kerf (the cut thickness). Cut all the
pieces to length. Rip (cut lengthwise) the pieces down to their outside
width. Hand plane the tool marks off of the edges of all the pieces. Use the
plane to slightly round off the corners of all pieces. This will not only help
prevent splinters but will also feel better on your hands in use.

b.

Select the outside of all boards. Due to changes in moisture, your boards
will want to cup somewhat. Unless your boards as as dry as they will ever
get, they boards will cup away from where the center of the tree was
located. Look at the end grain. There will be a slight U-shape to the grain.
The board will want cup in a way to flatten out that U. To keep your boards
from pulling away from the box at the edges, point the bottom of the U
toward the center of the box. Mark the “inside” of each board lightly in
pencil.

c.

Top: Round off the top edge of the outside ends of the top board using the
plane, and round to about a ¼” radius. After doing the end edges, round the
one side of the top. This side will be the side which opens. Leave the hinged
side square.

d.

Sides: Make a vertical pencil line 1” from each end of each side, on the
outside surface. The sides will have an overlap of 1” beyond the box ends,
and this will be the cut line. This is necessary because the extra length will
help keep the sides from splitting when the sides are nailed on, and will be
cut off after assembly. Mark the nail points. Start 1” from the top edge, and
go down every 2” or so from there. Make the holes 3/8” in from the cut line.
Along the bottom edge, mark points 1” in from the end and every 2” across,
3/8” up from the bottom. Drill all these points with a 1/8” bit to form pilot
holes.

e.

Ends: Cut the side notches. These accommodate the side pieces, and are as
wide as the sides are thick and as tall as the sides so the sides come out
flush with the top of the ends. Next, cut the dado (groove) across the inside
surface of the end. The dado is located so that the bottom is flush with the
bottom of the side groove so that the bottom matches up with the bottom
edge of the sides. Go ¼” deep and ¾” wide. This dado will help hold the
bottom in the box. This can be done with a radial arm saw, a router, or even
a handsaw and chisel. If you use the handsaw, cut across the end at the top
and bottom marks, then chisel out the interior. Finally, make the foot cutout.
The shape is arbitrary—I’ve seen ogee curves, rounds, and even plain
diagonals. Pick something you like. It should be 4-5” tall, and centered.
Round off the corners of the newly formed feet so they don’t snag on
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something and split when somebody drags the chest. This is done with the
coping saw or with a bandsaw.
f.

Bottom: No special work besides cutting to length and width.

g.

Hinges and handles: Sometimes these come rusty. Clean them off with a
wire wheel, then (if you want) paint them black.

h.

Test assemble the body of the chest to make sure all the parts are the right
size and the pilot holes line up with the other pieces. This may need some
assistance to hold it together. After any adjustments and everything is
fitting, use the clamps to hold the chest body together.

i.

Drill through the existing pilot holes in the sides to into the ends behind. I
find this works best if you drill two holes on each end first, and nail these in
before drilling any others. Now get out 4 nails. If you look at the nails,
you’ll see the shank is wider in one direction than the other. You need to
nail them in such that the widest part is parallel to the grain of the wood.
Nailing them with with the wide part cross-grail may split the wood. Nail
the four nails in to secure the side, making sure as you go that you haven’t
deformed the side/end/bottom arrangement.

j.

Turn the box around and verify that the ends haven’t skewed. Drill, then
nail the other side on with four nails. Drill the remaining pilot holes on each
side and nail the rest of the nails. Remove the clamps.

k.

Take your handsaw and cut the extra ends off of the side boards. Clean up
with the hand plane.

l.

Add the handles. I find that putting the handles about 4” down from the top
of the ends works well. Make sure the handles are centered. Predrill the
holes, then nail the handle on. I find it useful to back the board with the
small anvil or 3lb hammer—it cuts down on the shock on the box. Don’t
cover the hole, but hold the anvil as close to the nail’s position as possible.
After the nails are in, clinch them by bending them over. Try to bend them
so the point curves back into the wood. This will keep them from snagging
any cloth put in the chest.

m. Attach the hinges to the top: Pick one end of each hinge. Bend the hinge 90
degrees about ¾” from the hinge knuckle, with the knuckle on the outside
of the hinge. This side of the hinge will go on top of the chest. Make a line
perpendicular from the hinge side of the top about 6” from one end. This
will be center line of the hinge. Place the bent end of the hinge on the top so
that the ¾” long part wraps around the edge. Mark the hinge holes and predrill them. Nail them on and clinch the nails. (Make sure you pre-drill. I
broke a top once when I didn’t.) Repeat for the other hinge.
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n.

Attach the top to the body: Place the top on the body so that the hinge edge
is flush with the back side of the box, and there is about half an inch of
overhang on each end of the chest. Make sure the hinges are hanging
straight, then mark and drill two holes per hinge. Start nails in all 4 holes
enough so that the nails grab. Open the lid straight up, then use the anvil
inside the box to back the side and nail the nails in the rest of the way.
Clinch them over. Drill, nail, and clinch the rest of the nails.

o.

Finish: You can paint, oil, or varnish your box. Boxes were frequently
painted with their owners symbols or arms, or pictures, or even random
designs. After painting, you can finish over the top with boiled linseed oil or
some kind of varnish such as polyurethane. Both may discolor the paint a
little, but the poly can be fairly clear. If you use oil, wipe it on, let it sit a
little while, then wipe off the excess. Repeat for at least three coats, with a
day or more in between. You should repeat this yearly for the life of the
chest. Make sure you wipe off the excess, otherwise the oil will form a
sticky mess. For polyurethane, follow the directions on the can. Whatever
finish you use, don’t forget the bottom of the feet. This is needed to keep
the wood from wicking up water from the ground.

Customizing Your Chest
There are many ways to customize your chest besides painting:
 Thinner sides and bottom: If you use hardwood for the chest, and have
access to a planer, you can plane down the side and bottom pieces to ½”
thick. This will lighten the box and give you a little more internal space.
You will have to adjust the size of the bottom board as well as the side
notches and dado on the ends and the nail position along the bottom edge of
the sides. I don’t recommend this if you use pine, however.
 Tray: You can make a tray for the chest. I find ¼” wood is strong
enough. Add a couple of runners 2-3” down from the top edge for the tray
to sit on. This is an excellent place to store car keys, change, watches, or
any other small item you don’t want to carry around with you at events.
 Chain: You can add a light chain to keep the top from flopping over.
 Latch: A latch or lock of appropriate style will make the chest more
secure and better looking.
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